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BATTLE OF
BRAINS ON
•
BETWEEN JEROME AND EVANS
—BEGAN WITH OPENING
OF TRIAL.

Doctor Stated Thaw Was Insane
When He Shot and Killed
Stanford White.

nO-M4

New York, March I.—Dr. Evans
definitely stated shortly afternoon
that the time Thaw shot and killed
Stanford White he was insane, sufof
fering an explosive outbreak
adolescent inesnity. Ile said cases of
adolescent insanity had been known to
clear up over night.
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New York, March r.—When the
Thaw ttial opened this morning District attorney Jerome announced that
there has been received a second package of letters from J. D. Lyon, the
'Pittsburg banker, who until November, last, had custody of Thaw's will.
The latter, received today acre
written to Mr Lyon by Thaw while
in the Tombs, and all bear dates subsequert to June 25, last. Mr. Lyon
first sent on only letters written prior
to the roof-garden tragedy.
Mr. Jerome was very anxious to
have the later letters, and they were
sent on by consent of Thaa's attorneys. The letters are held subject to
the court's orders.
Dr. Itritton D. Evans was recalled
as soon as the letters from Pittsburg
had been examined by counsel. and
Mr. Jerome continued his cross-examination of the alienist.
Ob)ection Sustained.
'Taking all the letters you have
resit in the light of all you know
about the case, what is your opinion
as to tFe mental condition of this de•
fendant at the time he wrote these
letter.'' was Mr. Jerome's first question.
Mr. Delmat promptly objected on
the ground that the question assumed
that the wituess had knowledge that
was eot in evidence.
Nfr. Jerome withdrew the question,
and asked the witness if he had any
knowledge of acts that have not been
testified to. An argument was the
rash. Mr. Jerome claiming that the
.-only point In the case 'was whether
or not the defendant was insane when
the homicide was committed. He vras
anxious, he said, to bring out all the
facts.
Dr Evans was allowed to answer,
and said that so far as he could recall he had told all of importance that
he could remember of what he had
heard and seen on the first three visits
•s; Thaw in the Tombs.
"Taking everything that you have
testified to into consideration. setae
in your opinion, was the mental condition of the defendant when he wrote
those letters" asked Mr Jerome.
Mental Instability.
He wts in a state of mental instability."
/ "Do you mean he was insane?"
"Not necessarily. He was in a state
-of mental unsteadiness."
Jerome handed the witness a
copy of the later Thaw wrote to Any Comstock complaining that
"dens of vice" were maitained by
Stanford 'White. and "other rich
scoundrels," for the ruin of young
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WADED CHILLY WATERS
OF OBION TO ESCAPE AN OFFICER.

CONTESTED CASH ALUMNI ASS'N
GOES TO FIRM NAMED OFFICERS

Deputy Sheriff R. B. Wallace, of
Wings), says he will chase a man on
the ground but when it comes to
jumping in creeks he draws the line,
although he succeeded in serving the
necessary legal papers on a young REFEREE BAGBY SO DECIDED THE OLD CORPS CONTINUED
YESTERDAY IN BANKIN SERVICE FOR ANman Tuesday after the latter had
RUPT COURT.
OTHER YEAR.
;tatted a stream of water.
Officer Wallace had a subpoena for
Foster Willingham, of near Cuba,
and, after a lively chase of some distance with the officer right on the
hetls of the fleeing man, the latter
leaped into Obion creek almost to his
neck. After reaching the opposite
shore Officer Wallace read the papers JUDGE REED HEARD ARGU- PROFESSORS
THORNBURY AND
to him while he stood across the
MENTS FOR NEW TRIAL OF
SPRAGINS IN THE
stream. Willimgham was soaking
REDDICK VS. VAUGHAN.
CITY.
wea and chilled by the cold waters
and lost no time in making a change
of clothing while Mr. Wallace was Mary and S. M. Callen Sued J. M. L. Mr.
Ashley Robertson, the Trustee,
reconciled with his part of the law-Russell for Money Claimed Due
Is Convalescing From Attack
Mayfield Me-senger.
On a $1,575 Note.
of Pneumonia.

FIRM'S CREDITORS GET
FIRST YEAR'S EXISTENCE
BENEFIT OF MONEY
BEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL

FORMER MAIL
MAN CHARGED
MARSHAL
BROWN
DEPUTY
ACCUSES HIM OF EMBEZZLEMENT,

Anyone Can Now Write Upon the
Front of the Post-Cards-Buchanan Named.

:Marshal
Deputy United States
yesterday
Wade Brown returned
morning from Fulton county with
tephenson, whom he
Elbert M.
locked up at the county jail, pending
an examining trial the young fellow
will be given on the charge of embezzlement of government funds
Stephenson had been rural mail carrier out of the Casey postoffice near
Wickliffe, but was recently dismissed.
Charges of embezzlement were then
lodged against him and he was arrested and brought here for 'trial
which will be given by Commissioner
Armour Gardner today or Nfondsy.
Write on Face.
The
Las received
from the first assistant poetmaster
general instructions to the effect that
on and afer March t. all post cards,
or private mailing cards, will be admitted to the mails on the payment
of one cent postage, even though
there Sc a message on the address side
of the card. Heretofore letter pottage has been required on the post
cards when anything other than the
address appeared on the face of the
card. This order, however, does not
the
apply to postal cards issued
government.
The order is the result of the fact
that a great many post cards have
pictures on the reverse side, taking up
practically all the space, thus making
it an impossibility to write more than
a word or two around the photograph.

Rural Mail Carriers.
Edward R. Buchanan was yesterday appointed the regular rural mail
carrier for route No. 3, succeeding
the late Boyd Shemwell, who was accidentally burned to death. Carroll
T.evan twas made substitute carAfter Dr. Evans had examined the rier.
paper. some twenty minutes Mr. Jetrome asked him if anything in the letMUST PAY FOR INJURIES.
ter syggested the mental state of the
writer'.
Committee Favors Act Holding Em"It shows." said the expert. "that his.
ployers for Fault of Agents.
mind seemed to be running on young
Springfield. III., March i —The
women and their supposed wrongs" house committee on corporations, of
"Anything else?"
which Mr. Chiperfield is chairman, to"It indicates a delusive state in the day reported out Curran'. "fellowwriteer mind."
servant" bill. This is the first genan exalted eral anti-corporation measure to be
"Were the delusions
or depressed nature?"
repotted favorably by a house com0
"I don't think there is enough in; mittee this session.
4
the letter for anybody so say as to
E. R. Wright, president of the
that."
State Federation of Labor, spoke at
length in dbehalf of the measure and
demanded that the rule of fellow serEDITOR NOMINATED.
vants be abolished in Illinois. Several
"
4"
John L. Smith Democratic Candi- modified "fellow-servant" bills are
pending in the house and senate, but
date for Legislature.
Ts1"--"`"— the Curran measure is the most revo'ammo
lutionary of all.
Eddyville, Ky., Mardi t.—John
The bill provides that any corporaSmith was nominated here yesterday
by the democratic convention as a tion, firm or person who employs
candidate for representative from this, agents or servants in any occupation,
the Sixth legislative, district, com- such agents or servants being in the
posed of Lyon and Marshall counties. exercise of due care, shall be liable to
County Judge H. B. Holland, of respond in damages for injuries or
Benton, presided, and R. L. White, of death trstained by any such agent or
Eddrrille, acted as secretary. The employe resulting from the carelessresolutions indorsing Gov. Baekhant's ne-ss or negligence of any other emadministration and advocating iro.e. ploye in the same manner and to the
provement of public roads were same extent as if the carelessness or
adopted.
negligence causing the injury or death
was that of the employer.
—March came in yesterday like a
conlion, and will go out like a lamb,
—Mr. Blaine Kilgore' is
hence early spring.
valescing from an attack of fever.
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HANNA, 2 WIVE% 3 BOYS, 2
DIVORCES, A HAPPY FAMILY
Second Partner of Senator's Son
Friends With First, Says
Mother.

CLAIMED THIS
AS HIS HOME

New York, March i.-'It is true I
that my daughter is seeking a divorce
from Dan R. Hanna," said Mrs. Char- NEAL PRINCE, WHO DIED OUT
les Gordon, mother of the wife of the
WEST
c.CLAIM
AH AS H
ED
ostz.
PADUiate Ohio senator's son today. "I
will say, however, that the story that
my daughter objected to Mir. Hanna's
courteous relations with his former
wile is absurd.
daughter is on
friendly terms with the previous
Mrs. Hanna, who is now Mrs. Statto
ni Cincinnati. The fact is that Mr.
Hanna fs very fond of his three boys,
and no matter what his feelings may J. C. CRAWFORD'S SON RAN
AWAY FROM CENTRAL
be toward their mother he cannot
CITY AFTER TROUBLE.
be other than courteous toward her."
The papers in Mrs. Hanna's suit
have been drawn and will be filed in
a few days. Mrs. Hanna has resumed John Hill, Colored, Cut in Fight in
her maiden name, Daisy Gordon.
Mechanicsburg— Police
Business.

LETTER RECEIVED LOOKING
TOWARDS LOCATING FRIENDS

Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
Preodent—Mrs. A. R. Meyers.
court yesterday decided that the
First vice president—Mass Adah
Chief ColTins yesterday tete ved a
$2,000. with some discount deductions, firazleton.
letter from Hugh Orr of San Franbelonged to E. Rehkopf Saddlery
Sec aid vice president—Mrs. Hal S.
cisco, Cal., stating 'hat last week a
company, and not to the E. Rehkopf Corbett.
young man named NCA Prince died
individual bankrupt estate. The money
Recording secretary—Mrs. John J.
in that city and was buried. Mr.
was paid by New Orleans parties Who Dorian.
Orr continued that the young felhid bought goods front the Rchkopf
Corresponding secretary — Miss
low was twenty-four years of age
firm. The Relikopf individual estate Elisabeth Sinnott.
and had resided there only a short
claimed the money, as did the RehSIX HOGSHEADS OF TOBACCO
Treasurer—Mr. Richard Scott.
while, during which period he was
ROLLED INTO RIVER AT
kopf firm estate, and the referee orThe above mentioned were yesterthrown
in contact with Orr who
Trustee
ROCK CASTLE.
dered it paid into the bands of
day re-elected to serve in the respecheard hint remark that Paducah was
Cecil Reed for the firm estate, to be tive capacities for another twelve
his home, but he went to Arkansas,
used in paying off the creditors.
months during the meeting of The
thence
to Montana and finally to
The first Monday of April was set Paderih High School Alumni aasocia- Masked Men Rode Into Town, Intimi'Frisco. He has an uncle in Butte,
by the ieferee as the time for Trustee ticat at the Washington building on
dated the Citizens and Did
Mont. The young fellow died of
Boyd to sell Mr. Rehkopf's private West Broadway. Yesterday was the
Their Work.
coast pneumonia and Mr. Orr wrote
property. The personal property time for the selection of officers and
the chief so the latter could notify the
spot
cash tbe unanimous re-election of the old
sold for
will be
deceased's relatives, if lie has atty.
while the real estate will be disposed ones shows the satisfactory and exClarksville, Tenn , March t.—Six here.
of, the terms being one-third of the cellett manner in which they have
'hogsheads of tobacco consigned to the
purchase price cash and the remain- handed matters during the
The chief is now trying to find out
first Clarksville market were rolled its the
who the ooung man was.
der payable in three and six months ,twiIve months existence of the organCumberland river this morning about
time.
ization, which is comprised of graduo'clock at Rock Castle, Ky., a landatea of the Paducah public schools.
Runaway Boy.
ing about eighty miles front here, and
Argue For New Trial.
The attendance was quite large yes- badly
J. C. Crawford, colored, of Central
damaged.
The
tobacco
was
The arguments were made before te
y considerino the bad weather owned
by S. M. Holland and W. Wal- City, yesterday telephoned over the
Judge Reed yesterday in the circuit a
rain, and the members are highly lace, prominent planters of Trigg long distance line, asking the Paducourt, in the litigation where de- ph
ed at the success of the first county.
cah officers to intercept his eighteenfendants want a new trial of the suit year of the association. They have
Mr. Holland said there were twen- year-old son, Horace, who got in
of J. T. Reddick against Sol C. sevility members, including
the ty-eight hogsheads of tobacco at the trouble at Central City, kicked anVaughan, Mattie Boone, Bertie Dab- briAtast and best known residents of
landing at I o'clock. Thirty men who other fellow pretty seriously, and beney and Mrs. Frank l. Scott. The the city, and they have been conductwere masked and on horseback rode coming rfightened skipped out, precourt has not yet passed on the ap- ing monthly sessions for the past year
into
the place and began firing, terror- sumptively for DuQoin, Ill., where he
plication for thc second hearing , The assemblies have proved unusizing the citizens About iso slista has relatives. The Paducah authoriago
Plaintiff, J. T. Reddick, ten days
ually entertaining and instructive. as were fired, when the men
scatSentch trees have seen nothing of the lad. '
got judgment for $1,too against de- Nervy wed musical features prevail,
twelve going to the landing, where the
premmom*
di
fendants, it beinit the
whiN'throug'h medium of titt organ- tobacco was stored. The other men
Breach of the Peace.
iums he advanced on the life insur- ization there has again been brought
in the party acted as guards. The
Henry
Russell, colored, was arrestVaughan.
of
Sol
C.
on
life
ance policy
dos/ together girlhood and boyhood men carried axes and cut the hoops
friends who after graduation drifted off of six hogsheads. They were then ed by Officer Ferguson yesterday afternoon. His wife was in the court
Suit for Note.
into different channels and finally rolled into the river.
yesterday, they being charged with
Mary and S. M. Callen filed in the neaIy away from their childhood asBefore departing the men spoke to having trouble.
circuit court a suit against J. M. L. soc tes altogether. A fine paper on Mr. Noland,
and upon learning that
Russell for $1,575 less Sim credit. "Ss ncy Laniees Works and Life" by they had rolled three
of his hogsheads
Negro Got Cut.
The plaintiff claims that November /0, Nit's. A. R. Meyer was the literary into the river, apologised, saying they
John Hill, colored, was cut over
tgo6, they sold Russell and the Fooks- feature of yesterday
were after ?;fr. Wallace's tobacco.
the eye last evening in a fight with
Acree lumber company certain land
Mr. Holland said that an agreea
gave
defendants
another negro in the South end of
in the county. and
Professors Here.
ment had been reached in Trigg coun$1,575 note payable in sixty days in
Professor W. T. Thornburg of ty between the association members Mechanicsburg. The two got into
payment of the ground. Only $too Aberdeen, Miss. and Professor S. H. and "Hill Billies" in which it was a fight, when the antagonist drew
has been paid off the note and plain- SPraigins of Helena, Ark.. arrived yes- agreed that the latter should
be al- his knife and slashed Hill across the
tiffs now sue for the remainder, and terday morning from their respective lowed to sell the 1906 crop of tobacco foreheal just above the eye. The offialso asks the court to prevent defend- cities, in the interest of their candi- providing the tgoo crop was pledged cers could not learn the name of the
ants from cutting any more timber dacy for the position of superintend- to the association. Mr. Holland had slasher, but found he was employed
off the land.
ent of the -Paducah public schools, to pledged his two crop, but Wallace by the street car company
supersede C. M. Licb. Mr. Spragin.s 'had nor.
Property Sold.
returned home last night. while Mr
Chock Operator.
None to' the men were recognizeu,
Walter Fortson has sold to Tony Thornburg will he here a day or two.
Chief Collins received a letter yesand there is no clue to the guilty parother
and
and John Isemen for Sc
The latter is a young man of about ties. Five of the hogsheads were terday from Suprintendent Richard
considerntiorra property on Wood- thirty-five while Mr. Spragina seems
pulled from the river after the night Sylvester of the Washington, D. C.,
ward street. The deed was filed yes- a year or two younger, and wears
riders
departed.
police force, telling the Paducahan
terday with the county clerk for rec- glasses.
to
watch out for Edward F. Atherton,
ord.
As all the applicants for the Posiwho
may be headed this way, and for
E. M. Kennedy sold to Wid Ken- tion have now made their per-a:mai
BUTTER RECORDS
whom a $50 reward is offered for his
nedy for $c and other considerations appearance here and been conferred
ARE SMASHED. capture.
Atherton operated with
property on Kinkead stret.
with by the trustees, it is more than
worthless checks and was arrested
Land on the old Clinton road was probable that the election will be held
Holstein-Friesen Cow Produces 260.5 by the national capital police, but
bought of the Fidelity and Deposit next Tuesday evening, and
then
Pounds in Sixty Days.
released on Major' Samuel IT. Walker
company by F. M. MicGlathery for $1 crhosen the man who will have congoing on his bond. Atherton then
and other considerations.
trol of the city schools for one year.
Fond, du Lac, W . March —In skipped out and Major Walker is
Martha Ia „Fowler transferred to commencing the first of next August.
a sixty-day test just completed under now offering a $5o reward for his
W. C. O'Bryan for $1 and other considerations property in the O'Bryan
the personal supervision of a repre- iiiterception
Coming Along Nicely.
•
addition.
Mr. Ashley Robertson, the school sentative of the Wisconsin ExperiE. M. Kennedy bought from Gip trustee, is convalescing from his re- ment station. a Holstein-Friesan cow,
Officer Laid Up.
Husbands for $150, property on Kin- cent attack of pneumonia at his home owned by W. J. Gullett, has broken
Officer William Johnson is doing
kead street.
on Clay near Tenth street. He was the world's butter record by forty all right at his home on Sixth and
W. B. Walters transferred to Matil- dangerously ill for several weeks and pounds.
Harrison streets. and Erlieves h.- will
da James for $106 property on Reed the physicians at certain periods
The official test shows 5,326.7 be able to resume his district next
avenue.
felt quite uneasy about him..
pounds of milk and 262.5 pounds of week. The portion of his f, ,,.t enGuthrie
For $250 property on
The cow gave birth to a calf tered by the bullet pained him conbutter.
avenue was sold by Mamie Wheeler
December To and the test was com- siderable yesterday.
Throgmorton.
FOUR
FALL
VICTIMS
to M. S.
menced on the fifth day of her perNet Yet Located.
Mary, Adine. Cherie' and Susie
TO AN ILLINOIS
lactation.
continue diligently lookiod
of
The
police
an
other
each
transferred
to
Morton
FARMER'S BULLETS.
Ferguson but as
Stonewall
The
test
was
continued
for
sixtying
for
equal portion of the Morton property
four days, during which period every yet have not succeeded in locating
on Broadway near Sixth street.
Bloomington, Ill., March r—Thom- milking was watched, the quantity of him.
It begins to look as if he will
as Baldwin, a rich farmer and former
milk
weighed
and
samples
taken
and
make
good his escape. The chief
Peanut Injunction.
merchant, of Cohfax, shot and killed
getting settled at
_ Judge Reed expects to take up to- Charles Kennedy and wife and Mrs. tested by a representative of the ex- banks on Ferguson
trying to comthen
and
station.
periment
point
some
in the
day and hear evidence
Sim Eisman and daughter Cora.
municate with his family, which is
injunction preceeding the Southern
Baldwin was arrested. Baldwin,
Peanut company procured against
—Yesterday morning it developed generally done by fugitives. it is
who
is sixty-eight years old and a
Judge Cross of the police court to
that the night before after closing then very easy to locate them.
prevent the latter front trying the widower, is under bond, charged with hours thieves broke into the Thompwarrant John W. Holmes got out criminal assault on Cora Eisman, who son saloon at ti8 Kentucky avenue, SAMUEL H. STONE
APPOINTED COMMISSIONER
against the peanut people, charging was but fourteen ywars of age. He stole $2.45 in cash, a $12 revolver',
had settled with the girl's father for many cigars and decks of cards. Enthem with maintaining a nuisance.
a sum of money, but was subsequent- trance was effected through the ,rear
Maysville, Ky., March r.—Judge
Cockran has appointed Samuel If.
—The Salvation Army this evening ly arrested, and blamed the Kennedys way.
Stone, of Louisville, as special come
begins using its barracks ,at 130 and Mrs. Eisman for the prosecuT. H. Brake, the railroad man, shot rniseioner to hear the railroad rats
Broadway whdre hereafter nht,ly tion.
and killed a maddog yesterday morn- question, as the attorneys of botlf
worship will be held at 7:30 o'clock,
and Sunday wors'hip at ti a. ns, 3
—Mrs. John K. Hendrick is rapidly ing on burnett street, the animal railroads and couttniagener càoldl
p iii.. and 7:,3o p. Tn.
recovering from a several weeks' con.. causing quite a deal of excitement by agree upon a couttnliSiOder.
snapping at everybody,
finernent with la grippe.

WORK OF
NIGHT RIDERS
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OPERAlIONS
HANDICAPPED •
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WEATHER PREVENTS KATTERJOHN QUARRIES FROM
RUNNING NOW.

New Equipment for Mr. J. T. Donovan's Office Being Installed—Miss
Watkins Goes to Fulton.

Hard-working women, worn out by the toils of household
or other labor, need the balmy relief and reinforcement to be
found in Wine of Cardui. The pains that they suffer, the
miseries that they bear, as a result of female ailments, brought
on by overwork, are mostly unnecessary and can be relieved
"Or cured by the use of this wonderfully successful woman's
remedy, which succeeds because it acts
scientifically, medicinally and curatively,
on the womanly organs and constitution.
Made entirely of pure, vegetable ingredients, and being strictly harmless and nonintoxicating, it is the ideal tonic, strengthening medicine, for weak girls and women.
Its action is such, that it puts strength
where women most need it.
Thousands of thankful women have written
letters telling of the wonderful curative results
they obtained, by its use for their troubles.
Why not try it for yours?
It will surely help you.

Supvrhoendent Pat Halloran oi the
Katierjohn quarries at Cedar Bluff,
arrived last evening on business and
returns to that place this mornini;
The plant is idle now on account 4 bi
the had weather, but will resume immediately with an unusually large
force. •Mr. Halloran has been suffering from an attack of la grippe, but
is nearly well again, and if he feels
able leaves toniorrow for Pittsburg
to be gone two weeks tin business
connected with the plant, which gets
out millions of feet of crushed rock
used by the Illinois Central railroad
sysem as ballast.

AT
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ALL
DRUGGISTS

WOIFCA111)1I
Woman's Relief

IN
$1.00
BOTTLES

Suffered Untold Agony

Write Us a Letter

Bartonville, III., Jan. 3, 1906.
For eight (8)years I suffered from various female diseases. I had
backacIte and headache,so bad every month, I would have to lie down.
And again, I suffered untold agony, with bearing-down pains below
my waist. My eyes pained and had large brown circles around them.
No one can ever know what I suffered.
I have lain and wrung my hands, and sat
up in bed and rocked myself at night,
trying to gain ease. I doctored and
doctored without relief. Finally I gave
up to an operation, but after I pulled
, I seemed to suffer all the same,
For Sale by all Druggists in 50 cent Boxes ifthrough
not worse. Finally I began to take
by
(sent
GE
PACKA
TRIAL
FREE
a
obtain
Every lady may
e now been taknt. Wine of Cardui, andhav
mail prepaid) of CAR DUI WASH, the ladies new antiseptic treatme
ing it for about a year. It has improved
it to
for all local troubles, by filling out this coupon and mailing Tenn.
me wonderfully. I have recommended
THE CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE CO., Dept. A, Chattanooga,
it to many friends, who see and know
CARDUI WASH.
Please send me by mail prepaid a Free Trial Package cf
what it has done for me.
During the past summer, I have
Name
done all my housework and worked in
kitchen and garden every day. I am
• Street or R. F. D..—
MRS. Wm. TURNER,
now in good health, look well and suffer
Postoffice
Bartonville,
My nerves are daily
no more pain.
Hil 7
getting stronger. MRS. WM. TURNER.
State
County
or ailment and would like careful adIf you are suffering from any form of womanly trouble
age and telling all about your
stating
frankly,
and
freely
letter,
a
us
write
do,
to
whet
to
as
vice
of our 64 page hook "Home
copy
a
and
Advice,
of
Letter
Free
a
you
send
will
we
and
troubles,
reply sent in plain, sealed
and
,
confidential
strietly
ence
correspond
All
Womer."
For
Treatment
Co.,Chattanooga, Tenn.
Medicine
ga
Chattanoo
Dept.,
Advisory
Ladies'
envelope. Address:

CAM WASH FREE!
A Local Treatment for Ladies

••••=.11..
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New Equipment Complete.
The handsome new furniture specially made for General Agent John
T. Donovan's downtown office ;!,
Fifth aid Broadway has been completed and is now being installed.
The carpets end linoleum goes down
today. and Monday work of putting
the furniture in place will be taken
up and consume several days. when
the finishing touches will be put on.
The hilt% esteem is which Mr. Donneatei* iegarded by the higher oilicials
of the road, is evidenced in the fact
that they have entifitted his new doss-fiht ad
lms", quarters excel the
quarters of any agent upon the entire
system, which covers many thousands
of miles through the central portion10%,
of the rnited States.
4C
611
Goes to Fulton.
Miss Pearl Watkins, the eNriert
stenographer formerly with the West
Kentucky Coal company, has resigned
her position and today Wes to Fulton
to take a responsible place in the general offices there for the Illinois Central.
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Engineer Injured.
Engineer Denton Shelton of Hie I
C. run out of Evansville. has bv.an
hr 'tight here and put in the rail- I
hospital for treatment of a CTII•
foot injured by falling from his cr.
One toe was ampuat Evansville
tated. lie is a son of Res. j C
Shelton, the 1layfield minister • '• •
preaches every other Sunday at
Tenth street Christian church in thicity.
Appreciated Donation.
(ismer:41 Ament John 1. Dmio‘an of
Slit' Illinois Central railroad ha. dal.
;sated for his company 'Ann bushels
of coal to The Charity club, the fuel
to be distributed among the poor anti
needy oi Paducah. The club hat tendered it; thanks to Colorfel Donovan
for their Mier:00y.
and his

4.41
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HUGE STONE
THREATENS CAPITOL.
M arch
Coln:tabu s, (
Vt einman. engineer of the state capitol, has discovered a huge stone
utighing many tons in the base of
the dome ahich the frost has loosened and pushed out from its bed until
it seems to be in danger of toppling
over and falling.
Its position is immediately over A
tise traveling library department of V
the state library, and if it should fall
ii is said that it would crush its way
rit.ht through the roof into the room.
governor's att:ntion ha. been .
called to it.

•
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Live sponges furnish homes for
oysters, mussels, crabs and other
small animals, Which often live in the
sponges their entire lifetime. Sometimes the creatures grow too large to
get out, remaining until they die.
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Blew's Pharmacy
These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP,a cure when others
fail, and BL EW'S STOMACH TABLETS,the cure for indigestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
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f: LADY PLUNGED HATPIN INTO
BACK OF YOUNG GENTLEMAN

I.

Makes Two Special Remedies

OLDEST MASON IS DEAD.

"BULLY'S" ROUND Mattil,Efingereo Co.
COST HIM $IO lad Undertakers and Embalmers.

Clareman, N. H., March I.—WOham Welch, believed to be the oldest
chizen of New Hampshire, the oldest
raember of the G. A. R. and the oldMason in the United States, died
S. THIRD STREET:
PADUCAH,s/KY
today at the home of his son in East
LAUGHABLE,
AND
PECULIAR
F
0
Lempster. Mr. Welch was to6 years
MR. RUSSELL LONG VICTIM
BUD ELROD TOUCHED UP TO
ALTHOUGH PAINFUL, ACCI DENT AT THEATRE SEVERAL of age on March ha last.
THAT TUNE YESTERDAY
CUSHA
FOR
HIM
MISTOOK
LADY
NIGHTS AGO, WHEN
MORNING.
ION' SEAT—JAMES CHANDLER BITTEN AT BIRDSVILLE, BARS ALL HOUSE CLEANING
MILLER
TODAY—MR.
HERE
COMES
AND
•
MADDOG,
KY., BY
YESTERDAY,
CUNNINGHAM FELL WITH EPILEPTIC FIT
Photographer Builds a Hut in
SHOT HIM- Ohio
MORGAN
CHARLES
AFTERNOON—
Will Davis Fined $5o and Costs for
SHORTLY
Which to Practice His Art
_
Being Cruel to His Wife-SELF WITH REVOLVER.
Police Court.
Chardon, 0., March 1.--That he
may carry out his pet hobby, photography, without interruption and away
Mr. Russell Long is suffering from places.
Mr. Chandler did not say where or from women who are wont to clean
"Bully" Bud Elrod was assessed
*quite a painful hat pin jab in his hack,
was bitten, or house, raise daft and disturb his para- Silo and costs by Judge Cross yester-caused in an unusual and laughable how many tunics he
surrounding phernalia, Will Stephenson of Char- day morning in the police court for
manner several night ago at The Ken- detail the circumstances
is the attack by the rabbis! canine.
hurt
the
don has built himself a hut where he cursing and abusing Saloonkeeper
Although
theatre.
tucky
can live and pursue his favorite pas- Jenkins the night before at the latnothing scrimps, still it pains him
Epileptic Fit.
time in peace. The little house, built eens place on Kentucky avenue near
4 considerable.
Cunningham, the well directly over a stream of water, is
Miller
II.
sevMr.
play
a
attending
Mr. Long was
Second street.
and plasterer, fell solidly consturcted and is
proof
eral night ago at the theatre, accom- known coal dealer
Will-Davis, colored, was fined $p
yesterday afternoon against wind and weather. It is situpanied by a young lady friend. When in an epileptic fit
and costs for a breach of 'the peace
RegisThe
of
front
in
o'clock
so
i
at
the
roadfrom
ated
a
few feet back
the auditorium lights were extinguBroadway, and had to way, just beyond the village limits, his wile accusing him of cursing her
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
ished at commencement of the pro- ter office on
%Vest and has been an object of interest to at their home near Twelfth and Madisluction for the evening, this rendered be carried to his home on
where he is now con- many travelers ever since Stephenson son streets.
the place quite dark as use, between Adams Street
The charge of a breach of the
was quite ser- put it there early in November.
condition
His
fined.
taking
acts, and the ladies all began
peace against Cora Greer nas diswhile.
a
ious
a
for
as
was
fall
employed
he
Last
was
lady
known
well
A
hate.
off their
The Register is enlarging its front section hand on the Baltimore and missed, she proving she had nothing
sitting right behind Mr. Long. and
office
by moving the dividing parti- Ohio near here and when a freight to do with the general fight in the
for
felt
she
off,
hat
her
got
she
when
hack
tions
farther from the front door. wreck occurred 'he hired some of the alley near Husbands between Fifth
so
her,
the back of the seat fronting
the contract to wreckage brought to Chardon to furn- and Sixth streets.
as to stick her hatpin into it and Mr. Cunningham had
there being ish material for his residence. The
etrol
some
plastering.
do
Henry Schwa was fined $S and
being
of
*thereby obviate the necessity
be- roof was formerly a box car roof. costs for driving faster than allowed
.
bothered with holding the pin in her only a small amount to be done
In the fore completion, he had just stepped The little domicile contains a stove by law.
4 'sand' throughout the play
started to reach and photographer's outfit and when
Mollie Russell was given a contindark eln. laid her hand on something out of the office and
plaster in his Stephenson is "at home" the house is uance until Monday of the breach of
of
bucket
the
for
this
presuming
and
soft and velvety.
the attention of many pretty well filled.
the peace charge against her.
was the cushioned back of the seat huggy, when
by loud and pitiful
Attracted
was
The stream running under the hut
with
lady
the
Long.
William Joseph and Will Minor
-occupied by Mr.
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large colhe emitted just before springs from rocks higher up in front
were both fined $t and costs fur beme stiff and vigorous push, jabbed screams which
It
fit.
the
in
back porch lattcied in.. Reception Hall, Parlor, „Large Bed
pavement
umn,
the
to
the
fell
of
finest
lie
water
is
and
clear,
cold
sink
to
it
expecting
the pin forward.
ing drunk.
to
minutes
some
Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed goom, One
bedoctors
the
weather
took
the
Room,
as
soon
kind.
As
in the cushion back. With a loud
was then comes warmer Stephenson intends
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
scream Mr. Long jumped to his feet, bring hint around, N. h en 'he
in his buggy and taken home, a to pipe the water into his house and
lot eoirt6o feet.
and it then developed that in the dark placed
DYNAMITE KILLS ONE;
young man
ill
very
water
cheapest
the
have
will
then
back
his
mistaken
had
behind
lady
the
FATALLY HURTS FOUR.
works system in and residence in
for the easisioned rear of the seat,
Boy Shot In Hand.
Chardon.
and plunged the hatpin about an inch
INCORPORATED.
Charics Morgan, the clerk at Dr.
Stephenson is a conspicuous figure Frozen Explosive. Warmed for Blastinto his flesh. It is needless to say
drug store on Fifth and in Chardon in the summer time. He
ing Stumps, Datroys Home
the lady was all apologies, and al- T. Cooney's
See L. D. Sanders, Office ate South Sixth. Phone 765.
streets, shot himself acciden- wears a white ducts suit all the time.
and Family.
thaught it proved quite a laughable Jackson
yesterday
hand
the
inventhrough
an
he
of
ie
eccentric,
tally
Though
affair for onlookers it created -an inmorning while handling a twenty-two tive turn of mind and has constructed
Carina Ill , March h—As a result
ai jiffy causing Mr. ton g much pain
calibre revolver at the drug establish- many pecifliar contrivances. Among sh an attempt to thaw out seventeen
441111411WHIWN1041110111~111011.11~1
ment. The bullet entered between the them is a bicycle with a music box poende of dynamite, which was
Bitten By Madelog.
hand,
left
the
of
forefinger
and
way
the
a
that
thumb
when
such
in
attachad
placed under the cook stove while the
Mr. James Chaml/er, the merchant
by Dr. Horace wheel is in motion the instrument is family ate dinner four lives were lost
and plantation owner of Itirdeeilla, from whence it was cut
bones were missed. The played. He rode the wheel all last near Springerton today and the fifth
fifteen miles abet e here on the Ohio Rivers. The
years of age and ton summer and on pleasant evenings the will
thirten
is
boy
to
morning
this
arrive
before morning.
will
river.
Morgan, the black- odd figure with long hair flying would
Edward
Mr.
of
apmadstone
'Dave Mr. Frank Manta'
Kittle, a farmer, was preCharles
street.
ride u pand down Chardon streets. paring to blow up stumps and the
plied to the'wounds caused by a mad smith of Smith Third
his approach heralded by strains of Rev. John B. Kittle, his
dog biting him yesterday at Birdsfather, was
Resting W.U.
music.
ville. He telephoned over the long
to
invited
Both
assist.
were
killed
doing
continues
Mr' Dr Stewart
INCH
LOMB
distance telephone to Co:onel Buil
%shell the explosion occurred, toshe
where
hospital
Riverside
at
well
NOTABLES. gether with K
Dale ef the New Richmond hotel to
THE
OF
STORIES
Mrs. Sarah J. Kittle, wife
on for appendicitis.
have Mr Mantr meet them at the boat was operated
of Charles
will
she
indicate
to
nothing
is
There
this moining with the stone. so it can
(Chicago Chronicle.)
A child died after neighbors arrivbe immediately placed on the bitten not recover.
An artist was talking about the late ed and another is dying.
Vslalter Appleton Clark, who died at
The noise of the explosion was
Setitilb****41010••••••••••••••• 4441***•-*********••••••••••
beginning of his artistic career.
the
•
•
head for twenty miles. Every pane
•
•
• :And Clark," he said, "had a strong of glass within a radius of five miles
• A SURE CURE FOR
• THIS HAPPENED
• sense of humor. I remember going was broken. Where the Kittle home 4111111110111106ilNeNtriessousideoweds~ssam
CLAIMED
A
•
HYDROPHOBI
IN KENTUCKY. •
•
through a millionaire's stables with
••
v a a is now but a vast hole in the
•
him one day.
1•111
****11611100•1
f***********11
111411•0444****************414
ground.
Fragments of the house and
"You •know what a millionaire's
The following contribution from a stables nowadays are like—floors and furniture were found half a mile
—At Lan. March
Cslasirow, Ky.
physician has recentcaster. Garrard county, E. W. Mor- well-known local
walls of translucent white tiles, drink- down the road.
in the Norfolk Landmark ing fountains of marble, mahogany
(Incur poratall)
appeared
ly
Close beside the house lay the body
town
the
of
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has
eweler,
a
frow,
be
to
importance
sufficient
of
is
and
cowt
of
Mhs. Kittle. The two children
mangers, silver Trimmings saga so
afclock in the high tower of the
every magarine and newswere playing in the nursery when the
e. and when it stopped he investi- copied by
Ii
forth andd so on.
As be reached the platform paper in the union:
"'Well, gentlemen,' said the mil- explosion occured. They were picked
.405ted
Immediately after being bitten by• lionaire proudly, 'is anything lacking?' up side by side about aloo yeands from
hipbn which rests the clock he was
animal,
dog, or other "mad"
:
FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
SUPERIOR
"'I can think of nothing,' said Clark the house. The body of the Rev. Mr.
•orrified to see a huge blacksnake rabid
thoroughly and cona sofa for each horse.'
struggling in the mechanism of the in- wash the wound
'except
was
low
a
Kittle
of
found
on
top
QM AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD..
tinue to bathe it freely with two tablestrument.
shed half a mile across the fields.
lispe,,
of
chloride
fresh
of
spoonfuls
John Wanamaker superintench, as
In his fright the jeweler grasped
An inquest vFill be held tomorrow
OFFICE SECOND AND MO? ROE. BOTH PHONIES
well mixed with only half a pint of all the world knows, one of the largest
the rods which operate the bands on
morning. The bodies have all been
quantity
thit
as
soon
As
water.
cold
Sunday schools in the world--Bethany taken to undertaking rooms in the
-one of the clock's faces and gave it a
more of the same proSunday school in Philadelphia.
powerful wrench, which released the is used prepare
city hall square.
each day apply
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and
portion
It is said of Mr. Wanamaker that
snake. The reptile roiled on the floor
The Rev. Mr. Kittle was pastor
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the
until
one Sunday he delivered before the of the Missionary Baptist church of
and started after hilorrew. The space as befare
danger.
of
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infant class of Bethany a brief but
in the tower is small, and the race
The chlorine of gas, explains this eloquent address on the lesson. At Norris City, Ill.
around the clock was exciting. There
His father-in-law, 5. C. Martin, and
decomposes the poison of the end he said:
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any
quickly
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now
jeweler
"'And
The
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the venom-, which mach- that any little boy or girl would like to the awful scene. The wife of Dr.
tened one and climbed through to the ders harmless
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the news -of the tragedy will
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said
people
it?'
is
what
the
Martha,
of
"'Well.
attention
the
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ing the wound unstintingly with it.
superintendent, smiling on the tot
the
• the street, too feet below, and David
During a period of fourteen years in kindly fashion.
Ross, the jailer, went to his rescue.
two persons, out of 014, dial in
only
coiled
Jamestown.
snake
"'Please, Mr. Wanamaker,' said the
When the jailer saw the
hospital who received this little girl, 'what is the price of those
Bresian
All the state building: front on a
and watching the window through
treatment and only four in the hos- large wax dolls in your window?'"
beautiful beach, which for a mile or
.ich Morrow had escaped, 'he drew
pital at Zurich. Switzerland, out of
more ;s swept by the tides of Hamp- 39-caliber revolver from his pocket 223 who were bitten by various rabid
Joaquin Miller in an address at Oak ton Roads, and will command the
-and fired five bullets into the reptile's animals, 182 of which were dogs. This
most lovely and interesting views ever
body, killing it. Ross then assisted brief het important article ends with land attacked the trusts.
"What if ;their sins are legal?" he presented at such a gathering, and
Morrow Horn his perilous position.
injecthis suggestion: Hypodermic
Morrow says the tower is a favorite tions of pure carbolic acid (Calverte) enedcd. "They are sins none the less especially an immense concourse of
thinks
he
and
birds,
and I wish when trusts sin legally we passenger and freight craft, and thouroosting place for
should he properly diluted and used
the snake had been feeding on them. around the edges of all such wounds could prevent the law from protecting sands of private yachts and motor
Good plumbing means
The snake was one of the longest as long ae the attending physician them. I wish, in short, we could all boats. The naval display will be the
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subsides without mentioning the
names.
Why should it be deemed an awful
thing to utter the names of certain
gilded blackguards and why should
M. Delams, having once threatened
to do so, change his mind about it as
if under fear of punishment?
What sort of pull have these choice
exemplars of New York society got GIVEN TWENTY YEARS FOR
CRIMINALLY ASSAULTING
with the counsel for both sides and
with the court itself in this Thaw
MARY GLADDER
trial?

JOHN SACRA
CONVICTED

* PARENTS BEGIN VICE WAR ta

Chicago, March 1.—Claiming that
0
the circulation of vicious and obscene
literature is becoming too widespread
in Chicago and that it has a demoralPREPARED YESTERDAY AND WILL
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although he said the circumstances,
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WAR BETWEEN JUDGE AND
TEXAS SENATOR
THE SKATERS AND MAMMAS TAKEN TO TASK

Miss Ella Patterson, the milliner,
leaves today for Magnolia, Miss., to
managc a large millinery house this
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT SAYS THE CHILDREN SHALL NOT SKATE
season.
IN THE COUNTY COURTHOUSE YARD, WHILE THE CHIL- AF"PERMATH OF PREMATURE.'
Miss Zula Cobbs, the milliner, reDREN AND MOTERS SAY HE IS NARROW-MINDED AND
ENDING OF BAILEY INturned last night from New York and
COLD-BLOODED AS A SKATE, TO PREVENT THE LITTLE
VESTIGATION.
buying
Chicago where she has been
ONES FROM INDULGING IN THIS HEALTHY PASTIME—
spring goods. She was joined at
SOME OF THE BOYS MAY KIDNAP THE JUDGE, WHO IS
Chicaga by her mother, Mrs. J. W.
ONLY ABOUT AS BIG AS A MINUTE HIMSELF.
Cobbs, who remained there visiting
His Assertions Denounced As Lies
her other daughter, Mrs. Wm. Mather,
And His Language An Insult to
while Miss Cobbs was in New York.
Those Who Opposed Him.
Miss Verna St. John of North Fifth
A bitter war is on between the of th;s week excluding the little ones
has returned from a two months' visit mothers and children residing atound from the grounds altogether, and alto Little Rock, Ark.
the county court house and Judge though besieged from all sides to reAus:in. Tex., March t.---The afterMr. Sydney Loeb and bride have Lightfoot, and the judge says if there Fcind the instruction, he positively
math
of the premature ending of the
arrived from the East end are at home is an odium around him it will have refuses out the ground that it had
P.4 Du ock..
of charges
investigation
against
Broadand
to their friends at Fifths
to continue clinging, as he does not come to be a nuisance, as the chil- United States Senator Joseph, W.
the
way.
along
eVerywhere
dren
surged
upon
children
skate
let
the
piopose to
Bailey came when the house of repreCaptain and Mrs. W. H. Edwards the smooth concrete pavements that walks in such large numbers people
met at 2 o'cick yesterday.
sentatives
have returned from visiting in Charles- run through the yard.
could not walk.
Representative after representative
ton, NI°.
skate
let
to
them
urged
He
v.as
The fine smooth sidewalks encircle
rose to denounce Senator Bailey for
Mr. J. D. Miller, the Hawesville the court house, eistend to the four when no court was its progress and
the language he had used Wednesday
banker, is in the city.
the
court
people
visited
very
few
cornets of the yard, reach over to the
evening in addressing himself to men
Mrs. J. T. Land and three sons ar- county jail and from entrance doors house, but he would not relav even who
had voted against hint. Senator
rived yesterday from aferidian, Miss., to the pavement on both Sixth and to that extent.
Bailey's assertions were denounced as
man
newspaper
to join Mr. Land, the
The people who vis:t the court lies, his
Se.entli streets They make fine
language as indecent and abuwho recently located here.
skating places for the children on house state they do not mind getting sive and his manner an insult to the
togoes
Vaughan
Mee Sophriano
their roller skates, and every day they out of the children's way and that house of representatives of Texas.
day to Carma III., to attend the bed- have been flocking there by the hun- the presence of the little ones does
KENTUCKY COMMISSION
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Representative Sam Johnson, one of
WILL HANDLE THE MONEY side of 'her sick, mother, Mrs. C. H. dreds, and especially on Saturday not bother them. The judge, thought, the
Senator
minority, denounced
Cleveland.
when the schools were out. They had contends that many have asked him Bailey
Mayor.
me
"as a wilful, malicious and preCounty
and
us
G
Singleton
was
Colonel
he
the
and
children
exclude
to,
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a fine time at the happy and healthy
We are authorized to announce the Fecieral Government, Though Cond ted
a
finally forced to do so. He is rung
JJailer James Eaker are expected home exercise.
tributing Sioasoo, Will Not
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
R.
Brown used
M.
Representative
I tomorrow from sojourning at Hot
Judge Lightfoot claims they get so up a hundred times daily and "bawled language of same effect and stated that
Hamper the Lincoln Monusubject ta the Democratic Primary to
Springs, Ark., for their health.
thick on the walks that they. knock out" by people desiring their children if he had been present when the vote
ment w rk.
he held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
Mrs. W. F. Paxton and daughter, people down in skating along, as they to skate, but he say: he is toughwas taken to "vindicate the senator
Washington, Is. C., March 1 —It Miss Sadie, left last night to sojourn have no regard for the presence of skinned and hardened to this.
he would have voted against it."
We are authorized to announce the
at Pass Christian, Miss. They were
The judge himself as only about as
say only one
Representative Beaty was extremely
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor, is announced authoritatively that the accompanied by Mr. Edwin J. Paxton, otters. The children
person has been knocked down, and big as some of the larger bet's who caustic in his remarks and spared
sebject to the Democratic Primary to federal government will have nothing who will return next week.
careful as pas- did skate in the yard, and there is a neither the senator's public nor privto do with selecting a design or sup- a'aMiss Ethel Robertson goes to St. that they have been as
'be held Thursday. May 2, 1907.
to the walks rumor that a number of these kids ate record. Beaty claimed that Senfleck
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-* OTHER COUNTRIES
HEARD FROM. -tit

People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
lust sample any other perfume in town and then procure
You'll
the same odor from us.
difference.
great
say there is a
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes,
perWe know how to store
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.

J. 11. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY

I

WE 'USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

WHY?
Ftret.
lie ausc it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
TI e button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is 'missing.
No other like it in West Kenby
Satisfy yourself
tucky.
sending us your laundry.

Trag•edy Of
.s
The Wine.(..las

I

les

a

•

Abram L. Weil eic Co
FIRE INSURANCE:

Star Laundry

PADUCAH CENTRAL
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Beautiful Framed Picture

An "unbossed goveruur" is a "boss
gcvernor.—New York World.
The Twice-a-Week Repubfic, of St. amination. The pictures and frames
s
North Dakota's supply of winter
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti- are neat and pretty enough to grace
is a good deal larger than the defully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by the walls of a millionaire's home.
niand.—Chicago News.
5-4 inches, to every one sending $r There is nothing cheap or shoddy;
7
the
among
Scene
IV.
graves
Three
Register.)
the
for
(Written
The favorite form of social enterfor
the year's subscription to their looking about them. They car not bo
cypress
the
.of
child
shadows. Grave
Scene I. A young man's temptatainment in Albany this winter will
who died from a father's neglect. great semi-weekly paper and Farm duplicated in the retail stores ior less
be the surprise party.—New York lion. A crowd of associates standing Grave of the wife who died of a Progress, a monthly agricultural pa- than 50 cents. The best recommendaa
Evening Mail.
tion that we can give them is to Mgt
around him in that hell's ante-room, broken heart. Grave of the husband Per published by The Republic.
This offer is open 4o both new and that if you are not thoroughly satis.
A wild, halry man has been cap- a bar-room.
' who died in the drunkard's delirium.
tured in Mexico. We often wondered
"Oh, George, drink with us once, No flowers whispering of a hereafter old subscribers. If you ahe taking fled with your picture they will refund
'.bat had become of the populist just this one time in honor of our of joy. and love, but the nettles and the paper at present, send in your dol- the money for your subscription and
hemlock of a misspent life, the sigh lar and have your time marked up for pay the postage for returning the pie-.
party.—Cleveland Leader.
friend. Wine cannot hurt you."
The young man drinks, but, as he of The night wind over the lonely one year and get one of these beauti- turIef tyoouthaerme.
General Bell reports that nearly all
already a subscriber to
the Cubans have plenty of work. sets .he cut glass decanter on time graves and the tears of the raindrops , ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC.
l'robably that is the reason they are marble bar. a slimy form uncoils in on the hemlock leaves.
a**
!art, done in nine colors. Two of theat or if you want only the agricultural
its treacherous depths and the appedissatisfied.—Cleveland Leader.
are beads of beautiful girls. One monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
eterA
V.
soul's
destroyed
"
a
Scene
"biteth
like
serpent,
tite,
which
proto
?Senator 'Beveridge wants
$ ity. Agony, horror, despair. The wears a black picture hat and has two dime for one year's subscription to
man's heart.
hibit child labor, but we are not to awakens in the young
* * *
very blackness of darknes forever , roses pinned to her pink bodice. If this big sixteen-page farm and home
think from this that lie would cut
The
.
Anguis!i
altar
holding to reluctant lips the this one is desired, order No. to, "The paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE.
marriage
The
Scene IL
off the boy orator from working at
the
wedding
of
tones
chalice
of
woe unutterable, through- Spring Girl" No. ti, or "The Summer PUBLIC is the oldest and best semitriumphant
His trade —Chicago News.
faces. out eternal ages. Hideous, grinning Girl," wears a light brown picture weekly family paper in the country.
In a safe-robbery in the remote march. Bright lights, happy
blossoms. The demous carousing over the wreck of hat, trimmed with light green. She and Farm Progress is the fastest
rorthwest, it is said that the robbers The odor of orange
solemn invocation, "Whom God haat all that was bright or beautiful in an also wears a white and green waist, growing farm monthly in America.
left in disgust upon finding within
Prayers, congratulations and earlier life and waving their black with a bunch of very pretty flowers at Remember that you get "both these
no parcels of coal or other rare valu- edited."
'slags in triumph over the downfall her breast. The remaining picture, or splendid publications for a year and
tremulous good-byes.
ables.—New York Commercial.
s•*
of a soul for who m Christ difd. The No. 12, is a three-quarter length pie- one of these handsomely framed pie.
Connectiout is now boasting of a
Scene III. A wife waiting for stag- serpent of remorse coiled around the tune representing "The Winter Girl," tures, all for only P.
cow that chews tobacco. The cow gering footsteps. Old garments thrust bleeding heart and conscience with with a long coat, boa about her neck
Remit by postoffice or express
probably finds it difficult to distin- in the broken windows. The fire its scorpion lash, hounding the soul , and a muff,
money order, registered letter or banii
guiali between Connecticut tobacco dead in the grate and hunger's gaunt from stage to stage of a never-ending
The frames are made of rounded draft. Do not send personal checks.
snd cabhage.—Washington Post.
metal and are all black. To tell them Write name and address plainly. Ad.
visage peering from an empty pantry hie tragedy,
Eternal darkness shrouds the m from front real ebony it would be necessary dress all orders to the St. Louis Re.
The Pall stall Gazette objects to and mocking a mother's efforts to re.
Ambassador Bryce not so much be- pel another specter of sterner mien view. Turn.away and drop the cur- to take them from the wall for ex- public, St. I.ouis, Mo.
csuse " he has a heart like a hotel" who is bending over the cradle an,. lain on the scenes of a wasted life.
MAY ELLIS.
as for fear that lie will run it on the fanning with his sable pinions th
2S, too7.
Feb.
Ky.,
Paducah,
child.
her
of
forehead
American plan.—New York Evening
Mail
LATEST REPORTS
The warden of the Ohio peniten- LARGEST METEORITE
ON TUBERCULOSIS.
FOUND IN OREGON
tiary says Cassie Chadwick is a model
prisoner. This only goes to show that
Accident, Life,;Liability, Steam Boilergood results may generally be expect- Visitor From SomeOther Planet Wil: Washington Authorities Tell of the
Dairy
Among
Spread
Alarming
konAlaska-Yu
at
.Fahibited
Be
ed when the right person is in the
Herds,
Pacific Exposition.
right place.—Chicago Record-Herald.

g ton
NV.m im
horities report an
Seattk, Feb, 27.—Visitor fri.in Ma:
An Alleged Parallel.
or some other distant region or plane' ..iarming spread of tuberculosis atm&
(Nashville Banner.) •
a massive meteorite. the largest eat 'miry etossa. That the disease is stead The sensational murder case on found in the western hemisphere. set ily on the increase in many parts of
trisl in New York has brought fotik he on exhibition at the Alaska-V nkor the country there can be no doubt.
some con-parisons of one of the most Pacific exposition at Seattle in t00%
:nd :he norst of it is that it is likeconspicuous charactere therein with a
The meteorite stone fell recently $! %vise a tlic haft to human life. The
picturesque figure in English history a farm in Linn county, Oregon. I fact has been clearly demonstrated
of the restoration period. Some re- is fifteen feet in diameter. whic:i that the dread malady may be directly
serrInance may be marked between makes it the largest in exi•Tence. ; transmitted through the milk oi tuberall successful Delilah's who have When it fell it sank ten feet into the culotoi cows to human xictims.
men and ruined ground. The Dutch farmer on whose I 1.he latest conclusion reached by exenamored strong
weak ones. Cleopatra, Ninon de land it dropped did not realize that , eeriments is that the transmission of
L'encios and all others of the type the stone possessed any particular in- tuberculosis takes place through the
were not unlike, but there were cer- !terest or value and as if was in his milk of the cows affected with the
tarnevents in the lives of Nell Gwynn barnyard lie filled up the hole so his "mammary" form of the disease—that
ond Evelyn Thaw that suggested .an cattle would not fall into it. Arrange- is where the disease centers in the
unusual parallel. Blth were of hpmble merits are now being made to take udder In case.. however, where the
origin, both when, young atiM tin - care of the huge stone until it is time disease /ma reached an advanced stage
usually comely wire thiust into (he to exhibit it at the Alaska-Yukon-Pa- without the udder, tubercle. bacilli
'Phone 200.
fetid air of a theater in a great city. citic exposition, which, although het'! may lie found in the milk. The dig 111\.
Both were victims of their environ- primarily for the purpose of exploit' ease prevails especially in the dairy
ment. There is no convincing evi- ing Alaska and Yukon and the coon regions among calves and pigs. and in
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TORNADO WIPES OUT
ARKANSAS TOWN

RIVER AS YET FAILS
MANY ATTENDED
TO GIVE UP THE DEAD
WOE AFFAI

R

MIURA
WORKS WONDERS

Little Rock, Ark., March 1.--A
special
to the Arkansas Democrat
INTELLISAME
WITH THE
from Hope, Ark., says that a destrucGENT CARE THAT YOU SECLARK'S RIVER WAS DYNAMITED THREE TIMES ALREADY
BY
live tornado struck the town of WashLECT YOUR DOCTOR.
SEARCHERS LOOKING FOR THE BODY OF SAMUEL FARM- CHURCH FURNISH
ING ENTER- Testimonials Received Daily Telling
The ability and integrity of the man iagton late last night and almost litER, BUT AS YET THE STREAM REFUSES TO GIVE UP THE
TAINMENT ONE OF
who prepares your medicine is just erally wiped it out of existence.
of the Wonderful Cures of TorTwo negroes are reported killed
ATTRACTION.
CORPSE-THIRTY MORE POUNDS OF THE EXPLOSI
as important to you as the knowledge
VE
turing Disfiguring 'Humors of
and several persons were injured.
and skill of the man who orders it.
WILL BE USED THIS MORNING BY FRIENDS, WHO HAVE
Among the buildings destroyed
You select your doctor because you
Skin, Scalp and Blood.
the
FOUND WAGON'S REAR WHEELS, TWO SACKS OF OATS
erse the Presbyterian church, Epishave confidence in his ability. Choose
Miss Rubye Vance the Hostess of a
AND OTHER THINGS THE UNFORTUNATE HAD
your druggist for the same good tea- cbpal church, Judge W. Y. Etters'
ALONG
Happy Assemblage Last NightWITH HIM AT THE TIME OF DISAPPEARANCE.
-on. The work of each depends for residence, T. H. Williams' store, the
Flower Carnival Rehearsals.
its success on the work of the other, residence of Sheriff Wilson and other
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or structures.
unregistered clerk is allowed to preAlthough Clark's river 'has been dy- down the river quite a distance „from
"I was afflicted with fe7/1113 .on rny
All wires are down and no further
Although the elements were not of
face and hands and I wend medical treat- 41
rare your medicine.
cik.tials can be learned.
a highly favorable nature last evening
namited three times all efforts to the scene of he drowning.
ment for two weeks, but to no avail. I
Read that over again and think
The bed of the river at the fording any many prevented from, venturing
find the body of Samuel Farmer of
then coronwneed using the Oakum *
about it.
'Sh! More Care for the Stockings
out, the attendance was pleasing at
Remedies, and after using two calms of
Benton have proven futile, so stated place is about seventy-five feet wide,
and the water was very swift the day the entertainment given
Now.
Cutieure Soap and one box of Cuevas
by
the
Ointment for a little over a mouth I
"To be sure," said a demure young the missing man's brother-in-law, Mr. Farmer tried to drive his mules Church Furnishing society of the
woman with a blush on her dimpled William J. Gilbert, the Illinois Cen- through the stream. Now the river First Christian church lecture room, Was entirely cured, Miss Jennie S.
Cluimberlain, Marty, R. F. D. No. 1.
cheek,''the shorter our dresses get the tral car builder of Wiest Tennessee is several hundred feet wide at that which was well tilled by a delighted
, N. Y., May 28th, WM"
more attention has to be paid to our street, who returned yesterday after- point, caused by the 'heavy rains.
audience that hugely enjoyed the
stockings. Not that I mean to say noon from MicCoy's ford and vicinity,
Thirty more pounds of dynamite many line features on the program.
that women were careless before the the scene of the continued search.
will be taken out today and exploded
"I suffered for more than ten years
Yesterday the patient searchers had under the water in hope that the
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being en account of the heavy rain- up the dead. Its the three blasts last evening with Miss Rubye
were called In to attend to me, but they
Vance
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friends advised Ilse to try the Cutieurs
shoes match the hose. The skirts are ait overflowing the surrounding lowmembers
Daniel
and
Reeder
ewes
others
floating
a
raft
in
an
attractive
-Elegant
flats,
Sev
FOR RENT
Remedies and which I did, and in leen ,
so dainty nowadays that the thick- lands.
of logs down the stream Wednesday, manner, complimentary to Miss Katie than four necks
I woe made *ell. I
(nth and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
The searchers have found the rear and felt something drag on the bottom Richardson, who will be married
soled 'sensible' shoes would look like
next used the Complete Treatment, consist-I
Scott.
wheels
of
Farmer's wagon, they being of the raft. In hope that this was Tuesday to Mr. Oscar B. Jones of ing of C'utieura Soap, Cutietim Oint- I
hobnailed boots on a man in evening
clothes. Hence this is one thing for located under the river's surface about the body that point and just below San Bernadino, Cal., who is nosy here. meld and Cutieurs Pills and I found
RENT-One
office,
second
FOR
them all very siuyessful. My friends %eft
which we have to thank short skirts. fifty feet below the ford where the arc now engaging the
attention
floor N( 529 Broadawy. • Steam heat Oh, yes,
surprised at such a quick cure, and I
I know this is a great draw- unfortunate man is supposed to have of the searching party, which numFlower Carnival.
ant glad to tell everybody what the
and water. Apply to I. D. Wilcox.
back to the department of street been swept away. Two sacks of oats bers about twenty-five people.
Rehearsals will be held this after- (Nakuru
Remedies have duns kw
cleaning; but, really, a woman cannot he had in his vehicle were also found.
The citizens of Benton made up a noon at the Eagles' Home by all par- me. Berths Simpson, Alviso.
For up-to-date cleaning and press- always be a public benefactor. ,Long Wednesday the front wheels, wagon- purse of else) and presented it to ties taking part in the
May '21, IAA."
dances for the
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail- ago we were accused of causing mi- bed, and mules attached were found Mr. Farmer Thursday.
Flower Carnival, and it is especially
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones. crobes to circulate in the streets berequested that the mothers of all
cause of thc sweeping of our skirts.
children participating in the water
"My two children had the ec
WA N ED-iboard for couple with Now that we have short gowns and
lily dance be present to inspect one the tine one had it for five months
tiee chielren. Must be central and colored stockings to match, we probof the costumes that has been com- over the body and we had t no doenws
JACKSON FOUNDRY alb MACHINE CO.
treat her. I sew the Cuticura Remedies
frst clae,. Address H., Register of- ably will be accused of growing too
pleted.
advertised and bought the Cutieura
fcc, with terms.
theatrical in our appearance. But
Soap Bind (\incur* Ointment and CutiHeavy steam hammer f orgings,
where there's a man there's a corncurs lathe and after tiring them it women
WANTED-An experienced book- plaint."-New York Press.
machinery and boilers repaired,struc$SP for $ex
but a short is hile before she ass cured.!
We base $55o in 6 per cent. interest
keeper, address in own 'hand writing.
My other child was also afflicted and
tural iron for buildings, mill and
hearing notes, iccured by real estate the Cutiseins Remedies cured her also.,
State sa:ary wanted, age, married or
How to Keep in a Fire.
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
We think the Cutieure Remedies the
and signed by a eesp4insible party (and
a:ngle, must give references. Address
If a fire is needed to be kept in for
beet an the market,and we always keep
second-hand laudry machinery, boiler
we guarantee the payment) which we
•
J." care this office.
a long time, the following method !the Cuticles e
r•vd (\incurs Oiet-I
offer for $43o cash. Notes due in two !tient
and engine cheap.
recommended:
.
erwswon, LoveWANTED--Experieuced man to
years,
interest payable annually. Any lady. Texas, Ms).
On the top of a sloe ing fire place
•
(Inc SI III $450 to invest
iicilver and nest orders for teas, co!- some newspapers, damped and folded
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lulltitamilkagsa Shy woe/. IAN"Illoas•now
KENTUCKY.
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'
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a
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coal
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ternity building. Both 'phones 1135.
then again a layer of newspaper balls,
Co.. 113 South Second.
finishing with a layer of coal dust.
rapid upward tendency.
When the fire is required, it will
LOST - Between the Kentucky
A. G. Wise. secretary of the St.
'The steamboat men fear that the
Three Kinds of Tests.
eatre and Cochran flats on North only be necessary to give a gentle
Helena committee in London, states
eater will be so high that the boats
Prof. Stirling, in his lecture, told
that since the withdrawal of 'the
Moth, gold locket with monogram stir and place a few small pieces at
will not be able to make the landings. the audience many strange
things
the
top,
and
a
in
short
space
of
time
M. V. Le' engraved, containing
Jo this case the freight for up-river about their eyes. The eyelashes, for troops, which has reduced the island
Ceiro, 29.7 rising.
lady's picture. Finder retrun to Reg- there will be a good fire, says Wopoints will be in a still worse state instance, contain from too to is° hairs to a state of bankruptcy, the only
man's Life. All cinders should be
Cincinnati, 22.2 rising
ister and receive reward.
of congestion than it is at present. on the upper and eighty to ninety on occupation of the inhabitants of St.
carefully sifted through a SmallEvansville, 20.; rising.
The sncamboat lines have been able the lower lid; these hairs arc reAced Helena is catching rats. The government pay; two cents for each of them.
Florence, 7 7 rising.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY- meshed riddle. They can then be
to handle only about two-thirds of resent every ton days Tear* arc of
Able-bodied unmarried men between placed at the back of the fire, or next
Johnsonville, 10.0 rising
the freight that is ready for ship- I iirre
Inc continued.
to the wood for lighting, when a c'ear
age' of t8 and 35; citizens of United
Pittsburg, 5.0 rising.
"i. Netural tears, the little ilood
ment.
fire rail soon be obtained.
States, of good character and temSt. Louis, 15.3 falling.
''Thc steamboat men have • lately which nature accretes in the eye to eeteen iruuertnrensutrustneu LAIlltn.11/1.1
perate habits, who can speak, read
Vernon,
Mt.
19.0
rising
leen having a great deal of trouble walb away all the dust particles.
CLAIM NOTICE.
•ea
and write English. For information
"2. Psychic tears, which flow when
Paducah.
21.3
tising.
with labor. They have not been able
afcCracken circuit court-George
spply to Recruiting Officer. New
minds
ate
for
the
nenment
unbalanced,
to secure enough laborers, and those
Rawleigh, executor of Milton H. In- 'Burnside, 19.4 falling.
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
and,
Carthage, 30.6 rising.
gram, plaintiff, vs. equity. George 0.
i132 they have will not %%Ark later
"A. Alcoholic - tears.
Ingram and others, defendants.
than 5 o'clock in the afternoon, thus
"Tears
Expert Accountant.
do not lawny. overflow, beOrdered that this action be referred
crlusing the boats to (ease two to
The steamer Kentucky had eight
cause there is jest a little oily secreWill post, examine, systematize and to Cecil Reed, nester commissioner
three
days
later than they would if tion along the
audit hooks by the day, week or the of the McCracken circuit court, to hundred bags of peanuts on her when
edges of our eyelids
the proper labor supply could be had.
Prevents and Cures Chapwhich keeps the fluid back.
sine
came
sob. Terms reaeonable.
out
of
Tennessee
the
river
take proof of assets and liabilities of
The steamboat men say this is the
The Japanese have a peculiar overJOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fra the estate of Milton H. Ingram, de- yesterday morning. She departs this
!tough Skin. Makes
main reason that they a,re unable 41 1spflinni fold, which
•crnity building.
obscures the real
ceased, and all persons having claims afternoon on her return to that handle the freight.*
the
skin
soft, smooth and
of the eyelid. That is why their
against said estate are required to stream where she remains until next
Pilots Dan Kane, W. T. Smith and eyfts took slanting. And babies"
white.
Sevsoves all blem-all
HAD A QUARTET OF WIVES properly cerify and file the same, be- Thursday night.
Captain W. R. Burris arc spending tOk mothers in the room bent forishes caused by: t.be cold
This morning at 8 o'clock the
fore said commissioner, on or beseveral days here while the towhoo
rd-"have just the same fold on
winds.
Divorce Case in Ohio Reveals a Terri- fore the tsth day of April, 1907, or steamer Dick Fowler depart! for Harveater is being
their eyes if you look for it."-Lonrepaired.
She
they
will
forever
Cairo
be
barred
and
from ascoming back tonight, lays
ble Record of Bigamy.
don Mail.
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serting any claim against the assets here until Monday morning before broke her wrist and had to leave her
tow of empty coal boats at Grand
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the
of
said
of
departing for another run to that
AFTER SHAVING
Springfield. O., March
t -Olga
Chain until repairs are completed.
Complete Change of Climate.
Hates has been granted a divorce estate unadministered, and all persons city.
The
Fannie Wallace returned yes"That Englishman doesn't like our
For Sale only at,
irrsm Henry Bates on the ground of arc hereby enjoined and restrained' The John S. Hopeniee went to Evterday from Cairo where she carried c'imate"
willful absence. Her testimony devel- from collecting their claims, against ansville yesterday and coming back
coal for the Harvester.
"And our air is like wine. too."
oped a most interesting- story. The said estate,-except through this suit. tomorrow, lies at the wharf until
"Well, we niust remember that he
The T. H. Davis was here yesterwife was the clawter of Rev. Adam And it is ordered that this order be Monday morning before getting out
day
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from
from London, where the atJoppa
published
Daily
after
Paducah
The
Regin
tie
barges.
IltUG STORI
Henrici, late of Piqua, and she *as
on her return to that city.
The Monie Bauer has returned mosphere is more like mixed ale"married to the defendant in 1901 at ister as required by law.
The Joe Fowler comes in today from
11.1111
:1111=1 nit MAIL u utn
Given under my hand, as clerk of
Joppa, where, after three week's Whshington Herald.
Piqua. The couple went to Niagara
from Evansville and gets out at once
hard work, she raised three sunken
Falls on a bridal trip. When they said court, this the t6th day of Feb- on her return that way.
bargee.
returned he induced her mother to ruary 1907.
The Buttorff leaves Nashivile toCRICE & ROSS, Attorneys.
For the Tennessee iiser
sell her property and agree to live
the
day, gets here tomorrow and stays
A.
J.
MILLER,
Clerk.
Charles Turner left yesterday afteryell teem in New York City.
until noon Monday when she skipa
By R. E. HAY, D. C.
noen.
Bates left, saying he was going to
•
out on her heturn.
New York to prepare for their comAnother big factory shipment of guitars that go at unheard of low
The City of Saltillo left St. Tsouis
CLAIM NOTICE.
ing. A few days later the bride reSt. Levis' LeadEng Hotel.
pekes.
NfeCracken circuit court. Felix G. yesterday and gets here tomorrow
•-eivcd eon! that ik was in jail in
When in St Louis stop at the PlanNo. 1. Best Guitar shown for the price, only
Buffale. She went to him, taking Rudolph, administrator of Fred A. laciend for the Tennessee river.
1.15
ters
Hotel. you'll meet your friends
No. 2. Guitar, Well Made, good tone, extra value
The Peters Lee gets here today
with her the $1,400 her mother had Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Equity. Hen11.90
there.
No. 3. Guitar, Two Piece Backs better than No. 2
en route up from Memphis to Cincinsecured for her property. She gave rietta Hunter, etc., defendants.
235
No. 4. Guitar, Celluloid Edge, Two Piece Btack, fine tone,
Ordered that this action be referred nati.
fine
'aim the money and took his note. He
A
visiting
architect from Faris who
finish, regular $3.50 guitar for
TheGeorgia tee goes down tomorbailed himself out, sent her to Wheel- to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
-$2.65
sees New York city about once in a
No. 9. Solid Oak Guitar, Ladies size, very fine tone, guaranteed in
ing to visit a sister, while he went of 'McCracken circuit court, to take row bound for Memphis from Cincin- decade
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every
way, worth $s.00 for
proof
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assets
the
eef
and
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enn business" to New York City.
$3.95
that the city has improved architecturOther numbers from 445 to $15.00.
Mrs. Hates later went to New York, estate of Fred A. Hunter, deceased,
A telegram from Nashville yester- ally more in the
last ten year; than
Money back if our guitars don't suit you.
vhere she found Mrs. Henry Bates and all persons having claims against day says:
in the preceding forty years.
No. t. The latter produced a Buffalo said estate are required to properly
"The river is still rising, and it
oaper containing a cut of her husband verify and file the same before said may reach the danger line within
Henry Olds. assistant biologist of
and two women, claiming to be his commissioner, on or before the isth the next few days, if it continues to the
laboratory at Washington for thirday
April,
of
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forthey
or
be
will
wive,. One of them lived in Philarise at the rate it has for the past teen years, has been studying the
lelphia and the other in Chicago. ever barred from asserting any claim twenty-four hours. At
6 o'clock this music of birds and has written an
At Harbour's Departm_ent, Store
against the assets in the hands of the
Hates evidently had four wives.
morning
the
gauge
read
22 feet with elaborate brochure on the subject.
administrator of said estate unadminuttered, and all persons are 'hereby
MIMIC MAXIMS
enjoined and restrained from coHecting their claims against said estate
Rust kills rest.
except through this suit. And it is
Persistency is a jewel.
ordered that this order be published
A diffic,:lty is a friett,
4..,
in The Paducah Daily Register as reSharp men seldomecut ice long.
quired by law.
stingy man giveth himself away.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
A long courtship makes a short
said court, this the 20th day of Febsuitor.
ruary, 1907.
A wayward boy is father to the
J. N. MILLER, Clerk
wayside man.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
He is a wise motorist who wears
Oliver, Oliver & McGregor, Attorgood walking shoes.
Poverty of thought is Worst than neys.
poverty of pocket -March Bohemian.
A pack of English foxhounds Were
in
full cry after a fox the other day,i
Cell on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef- and the field was having a fine run,
when, all at once, two sheep dens
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
jumped out, killed reynard and ended
the day's sport there and then, tothe
finuserleaning time is here, call
INCORPORATED.
general disgust.
Gidley the expert. He does the work
with least inceneeniestee to y011. ADVERTISE IN THE
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